Air FX
Pac-Man Smash
Alien Boogey Patrol
ATV Slam
Balloon Buster
Barber Cut Lite
Bean Bag Toss
Big Bass Wheel
Big Buck Htr HD
Blox Breaker
Build It Up
Chocolate Factory
Connect Four
Crossy Roads
Cruis’n Blast
Cyclone
Deal or No Deal
Down the Clown
Dunk Tank
E Claw
Faulty Repair Shop
Fishbowl Frenzy

Flappy Tickets
Frog Around
Grand Piano Keys
Halo Fireteam
Harpoon Lagoon
Hot Shot
Ice Age
Ice Ball FX
Ice Man
Injustice
Jurassic Park
KC Cobra
Keymaster
Kung Fu Panda
Mariokart
Milk Jug Toss
Monster Drop Xtreme
MotoGP
NBA Hoops
Pearl Fishery
Pop It Extreme
Power Roll

Quick Drop
Rabbids VR
Scene Machine
Scooby Doo
Sink It
Space Invaders Frenzy
Spinner Frenzy
Stinky Feet
TMNT
The Balloon Game
The Walking Dead
Tomb Raider
Tons of Tickets
Tower of Tickets
Transformers
Treasure Quest
Typhoon
Whack N Win
Willy Crash
Willy Wonka
Wizard of Oz
Xtreme Big One Crane